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ABSTRACT

An imageless mixer is described for translation of a wideband data signal to an unoccupied
portion of a telemetry link spectrum. The translation produced is identical to translations
performed by existing double-sideband systems, but at a saving in hardware and with
reduced adjustment. A computer program provided allows evaluation of various phase-
shift filters for desired bandwidth and precision.

SINGLE-SIDEBAND SUBCARRIERS

Wideband data signals can be multiplexed onto a single telemetry RF carrier in several
ways, the most common of which is placing the signal on an FM subcarrier at a frequency
above the highest frequency of the signal fed to the transmitter baseband directly. Two
other methods are also possible—placing the data signal on a double-sideband AM
subcarrier (sometimes with suppressed or reduced carrier amplitude), or use of a single-
sideband AM carrier. Use of the upper sideband only is also called translation. FM and
DSB subcarriers occupy spectrum at least twice the bandwidth of the original, sometimes
greatly increasing the bandwidth required for the telemetry link. Since the single-sideband
translation approach uses least spectrum space, it merits consideration, especially if the
signal to be added has a large spectral span, or if more than one signal is to be translated.

A signal translation is an operation which adds a carrier frequency to all frequencies in the
original signal. Thus an original signal with a frequency range of 100 to 100,000 Hz
translated by 100 KHz occupies the range from 100,100 to 200,000 Hz. This corresponds
to transmission of the upper sideband resulting from multiplying the original signal by the
carrier frequency, since



The lower sideband produced by this multiplication process also contains the data,
subtracted from the carrier frequency and thus ranging in this case from DC to 99,900 Hz
and with the spectrum inverted. A translation can be implemented by multiplication
followed by filtering of the desired sideband. In the example above, however, such a filter
would be required to have a sharp characteristic to both pass the desired 100,100 Hz
component of the desired sideband while rejecting the undesired 99,900 Hz component of
the lower sideband, only 200 Hz away. An even sharper filter would be required if the
lower end of the original were 10 Hz instead of 100.

Clearly some problems exist in such a translation. While some of these problems can be
overcome by simply allowing part of the undesired sideband to be transmitted and
allowing increased spacing of translation frequencies such that spectral components do not
overlap, there is yet another way to produce an upper (or lower) sideband which does not
rely on filtering of the resultant.

The proposed implementation of such an imageless filter uses the trigonometric identity

to produce the desired results. Note that the translation carrier must be present in both sine
and cosine form (i.e., in original and quadrature form) and that a quadrature form of the
input data signal must also be supplied. To the extent that the original and quadrature
forms retain the required 90-degree shift and retain the same amplitudes, the desired
sideband is produced and the undesired one suppressed. Note also that, depending on the
relative phases and on the +/- terms, the same identity describes a detranslator. An upper-
sideband translator is shown in block diagram form in Figure 1.

Producing a 90-degree phase shift at a single frequency as is required for the carrier
presents no particular problem, and in fact producing the carrier with a quadrature
oscillator is the simplest solution. Producing a quadrature version of the wideband data is
more difficult, but as long as the data signal covers a countable number of octaves, a phase
shift of 90 degrees to any precision desired can be produced using two sets of cascaded
allpass sections. Such allpass sections can be implemented easily with RC networks
buffered by operational amplifiers.

BROADBAND PHASE SHIFTERS

An allpass filter is a filter whose voltage gain is unity at all frequencies (a result which is
desired in this use), but whose phase shift between input and output is a function of
frequency. At the “corner frequency” (a term not entirely applicable to anything which has
constant unity gain), the phase shift between input and output is 90 degrees; at zero



frequency the phase shift is zero, and at infinite frequency the phase shift is 180 degrees.
(The mathematical niceties of things like zero or infinite frequency aren’t critical here.)
The rate of change over the range from zero to 180 degrees is certainly not linear (see
Figure 2), but by splitting the incoming signal into two tracks of filters with staggered
critical frequencies, a consistent phase shift of 90 degrees plus or minus a controlled
amount can be obtained over a significant span of frequencies.

Two implementations of an allpass filter with active buffer exist, as shown in Figure 3. The
filter of Figure 3A is preferred because no peculiarity exists at zero frequency which might
otherwise cause a DC term to be present at the filter’s output. Such a DC term would
cause carrier leakthrough which might as well be avoided unless a small amount of carrier
energy is desired to exactly synchronize the detranslation oscillator at the receiving end.
The values of resistance and capacitance used are arbitrary since filter action depends only
on the ratio, but convenient resistor values are used as a starting point.

The circuit shown in Figure 4 produces a four-section phase shift in both signal paths. The
values shown cause a 90-degree phase shift over the range of 100 to 10,000 Hz with a
tolerance of +/- 6 degrees. A computer program in Appendix A calculates the phase shift
between two frequencies for eight user-specified breakpoints, and can be modified for
more or fewer. Test frequencies are specified in exponentially-increasing increments.
Values used in a real network are limited by standard component values and tolerances.

The mixers used to present the final translated carrier (or detranslated data at the receiving
end) are any type of four-quadrant multiplier, depending on the frequencies involved.
Choices include transformer-type double-balanced mixers and monolithic multipliers.
Monolithic multipliers as shown are preferable for frequencies within their ranges (i.e., up
to a few megahertz) since their gain characteristics are better controlled.

Carrier leakthrough and undesired sideband amplitude are functions of amplitude and
phase variations in the system. Filters can be added to further reduce the unwanted
sideband if required (a little lower sideband in a digital bitstream is of little practical
consequence, for example), hence accuracy of the 90-degree phase shift is of greatest
importance at lowest frequencies. Since amplitude responses can be fairly easly controlled,
image suppression is mainly influenced by how accurate the phase shift produced is.

CONCLUSIONS

Use of an easily-built, coilless phase-shift network with two balanced mixers can simplify
the task of translation of wideband signals for telemetry, and can be used individually or in
combination with a number of other techniques to simplify modern telemetry designs.



Figure 1: Upper-Sideband Translator

Figure 2: Phase Shift vs. Frequency, Single-Pole Filter



Figure 3: RC-type Active Allpass Filter Sections

Figure 4: Broadband 90EE Phase Shifter Using Cascaded Allpass Sections



Table A:   BASIC Computer Program for Phase-Shift Determination of
Circuits per Figure 4.

NOTE:  Copies of this program are available from the authors.


